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This paper investigates the value relevance of earnings in the electricity, gas and petroleum (refining) industries.   
Although these industries belong to the same category, i.e. energy industry, the value relevance of earnings 
differs in industries and periods.  Their relevance is determined by the business cycle, the competitive 
condition and the regulation climate in each industry.    The major findings in this paper are as follows.    First, 
the industrial and regulation policy affect the relevance of earnings in energy industry.  However, the recent 
progress of deregulation and liberalization do not diminish the value relevance of earnings.    Second, while the 
quality of earnings is influenced by the exchange rate and the price of imported crude oil, its influence varies 
by industries and by periods.    However, we cannot find the evidence that the cost adjustment system in public 
utilities improves the quality of earnings.  Third, the quality of earnings is lower for the firms whose 
profitability is poorer than the average in manufacturing firms.    This result implies that the value relevance of 
rate regulated industries is evaluated in the market, by the comparison of the profitability between industrial 
firms. 
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 ͜ͷ࿦จ͸ɺిྗɺΨεɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷརӹͷ value relevance Λݕূͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻಉ͡Τω
ϧΪʔ࢈ۀͰ͋ͬͯ΋ɺརӹͷ relevance ͸ɺ࢈ۀ͝ͱɺظؒ͝ͱʹҟͳ͓ͬͯΓɺܠؾಈ޲΍
ͦΕͧΕͷڝ૪؀ڥɺن੍؀ڥͳͲʹنఆ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷݚڀͷओཁͳൃݟࣄ߲͸ɺҎԼͷ 3
఺Ͱ͋Δɻ ୈ 1 ʹŊΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͷརӹͷ relevance ͸ɺ ࢈ۀ੓ࡦͷӨڹΛड͚͍ͯΔɻ ͔͠͠ɺ
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 ձܭ৘ใͷ value relevance ͷݚڀ͸ɺגՁ૯ֹΛاۀͷϑΝϯμϝϯλϧɾόϦϡ
ʔͷ୅ཧม਺ͱΈͳͯ͠ɺͦͷϑΝϯμϝϯλϧɾόϦϡʔͱձܭ৘ใͱͷ౷ܭతؔ
࿈Λ໰͏΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻͦΕ͸ɺձܭ৘ใͷ relevance ͷ֬ೝΛ௨ͯ͡ɺͦͷ৘ใͷܦݧ




ͳ͍͔ΒͰ͋Δɻ ࢈ۀن੍͕ձܭ৘ใͷ relevance ʹͲͷΑ͏ͳӨڹΛ͍͋ͨ͑ͯΔͷ
͔͸ɺ͙͢Ε࣮ͯূ͢΂͖՝୊Ͱ͋Δɻ 




ɻ͜ͷݚڀͰ͸ɺ1979 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͔Β 2000 ೥ 3 ݄ظ
ʹΘͨΔର৅೥౓Λɺ͓͓·͔ʹ 3 ෼ׂͨ͠ɻI ظ͸ɺܦࡁ؀ڥ͕ൺֱత҆ఆ͍ͯͨ͠
1979 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ1985 ೥ 3 ݄ظͰ͋ΓɺII ظ͸ɺόϒϧͷ௖఺ΛؚΉ 1986 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ
1992 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺIII ظ͸ܠؾ͕௿໎ͨ͠ 1993 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ2000 ೥ 3 ݄ظͰ͋Δɻͳ͓ɺ
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  ͜ͷݚڀ͸ɺ੡଄ۀΛ͸͡Ίͱͨ͠චऀͷݚڀͱҰ࿈ͷؔ܎ʹ͋Δ͕ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸རӹͷ
ߏ੒ཁૉͷ value relevance Λݕূ͠ͳ͍ɻଟ͘ͷ࢈ۀʵظؒͰɺߏ੒ཁૉؒͷ૬͕ؔߴ͘ɺճ
ؼʹ͸ଟॏڞઢੑͷ໰୊͕ੜͨ͜͡ͱɺ͓Αͼɺ૬͕ؔ௿͍৔߹Ͱ΋ɺ௥Ճతʹҙຯͷ͋Δ݁
Ռ͕ಘΒΕͳ͔ͬͨ͜ͱ͕ͦͷཧ༝Ͱ͋Δɻ   2
ΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͷརӹͷ relevance ʹӨڹΛ͍͋ͨ͑ͯΔͷ͔Λݕূ͢Δɻ͜Ε͕ɺ͜
ͷ࿦จͷୈ 2 ͷ໨తͰ͋Δɻ 
ಉ͡ΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͰ͋ͬͯ΋ɺརӹͷ relevance ͸ɺ࢈ۀ͝ͱɺ্ड़ͷظؒ͝ͱʹ
ҟͳ͓ͬͯΓɺܠؾಈ޲΍ͦΕͧΕͷڝ૪؀ڥɺن੍؀ڥͳͲʹنఆ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜
ͷݚڀͷओཁͳൃݟࣄ߲͸ɺҎԼͷ 3 ఺Ͱ͋Δɻୈ 1 ʹŊΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͷརӹͷ
relevance ͸ɺ࢈ۀ੓ࡦͷӨڹΛड͚͍ͯΔɻ͔͠͠ɺۙ࣌ͷن੍؇࿨ɺࣗ༝Խͷਐల








ͨෳ਺ͷճؼϞσϧʹΑͬͯརӹͷ relevance Λݕূ͠ɺ ࢈ۀͷಛੑ΍ظؒผͷಛ௃Λ











Ͱ͋ͬͨɻͦͷ 10 ೥΄Ͳޙʹ Tees (1992) ͸ɺిྗۀ͕ن੍࢈ۀͰ͋Δ͜ͱʹ஫໨͠
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ݚڀʹ͸ɺKhurana and Loudder (1994)  ͱ D’Souza (1998, 2000)  ͕͋Δɻརӹཹอ߲໨
͕ଛӹѻ͍͞ΕΔిྗۀʹಛ༗ͷձܭॲཧʕʕAllowance for Other Funds Used During 
ConstructionʕʕΛ୊ࡐʹͯ͠ɺ རӹૢ࡞ͷಈػΛ୳ٻͨ͠΋ͷʹ Cahan (1993)  ͕͋Δɻ






ෆೳͳ stranded cost ͕ൃੜ͠ɺͦΕ͸גՁʹϚΠφεͷӨڹΛ͋ͨ͑ΔɻLoudder et al. 
(1996)  ͸ɺن੍؀ڥʢن੍ͷڧ౓ʣͷҧ͍͕ stranded cost ͷ༧૝ֹʹӨڹΛ͋ͨ͑ͯ
͍Δ͜ͱΛɺະճऩͷʢ܁ΓԆ΂ΒΕͨʣൃੜݪՁʕʕن੍ࢿ࢈ʢregulatory assetʣʕ
ʕͱגՁͱͷؔ܎Λ௨͔ͯ֬͡ΊͨɻD’Souza and Jacob (2001) ͸ɺstranded cost ͕ג
Ձͱෛͷؔ܎ʹ͋Δ͜ͱɺ ͦͷӨڹͷ౓߹͍͸ɺ stranded cost ͷࣗൃత։ࣔͱڧ੍։ࣔ





  ͞Βʹɺࠓ೔Ͱ͸ɺن੍؀ڥʢregulation climateʣͷมԽ͕རӹͷ relevance ʹͲͷ
Α͏ͳมԽΛ΋ͨΒ͔͕ͨ͠ɺ஫໨͞Ε͍ͯΔɻҰൠࣄۀձࣾʹ͍ͭͯɺརӹ৘ใΑ
Γ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕גՁʹ͍ͨ͢Δઆ໌ྗ͕ߴ͍ͱ͍ΘΕ͍ͯΔ͜ͱʹରԠͯ͠ɺ
ిྗۀʹ͔Μͯ͠΋ͦͷ໰୊ҙ͔ࣝΒ࣮ূݚڀ͕ͳ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻBlacconiere et al. 
(2000)  ͸ɺن੍؇࿨ʹͱ΋ͳͬͯɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͷגՁઆ໌ྗ͸௿Լ͢ΔҰํɺརӹͷ
આ໌ྗ͸্ঢ͍ͯ͠Δͱใࠂ͍ͯ͠ΔɻͦΕͱ൓ରʹ Nwaeze (1998a)  Ͱ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽
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  ·ͨɺن੍؀ڥ͕ిྗ࠴ʹΑΔௐୡίετʹ͋ͨ͑ΔӨڹΛ෼ੳͨ͠ݚڀͱͯ͠ɺPrager 
























ؾಈ޲Λߟྀͯ͠ɺI ظʢ1979 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ1985 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɺII ظʢ1986 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ1992
೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɺIII ظʢ1993 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ2000 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹ෼͚Δ͜ͱʹͨ͠ɻҎԼͰ͸ɺ
རӹͷ relevance Λظؒผʹ͔֬ΊΔ͜ͱʹΑΓɺ ڝ૪؀ڥͷظؒʹΑΔ૬ҧΛؒ઀త
ʹਪఆ͢Δɻ͜Ε͕ɺ͜ͷݚڀͷୈ 1 ͷ໨తͰ͋Δɻ 
͞ Β ʹ ɺ III ظʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺిྗʢΨεʣʹ೩ྉඅʢݪྉඅʣௐ੔੍౓͕ಋೖ͞ΕΔ
Ҏલͷ 1993 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ1996 ೥ 3 ݄ظͱɺ ͦΕ͕ಋೖ͞ΕͨҎ߱ͷ 1997 ೥ 3 ݄ظʵ2000
೥ 3 ݄ظʹ෼͚ͯɺརӹͷ relevance ͕ͲͷΑ͏ʹมԽͨ͠ͷ͔Λݕূ͢ΔɻΞϝϦΧ  5























ΑΔ΋ͷͰ͋Δͷ͔͸ɺΘ͔Βͳ͍ɻͦͷ఺Λิ͏ͨΊɺେ೔ํ (2002, 2003a, b) ʹ
ΑΔ੡଄ۀʹ͍ͭͯͷ෼ੳ݁ՌͱɺΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀʹ͍ͭͯͷ෼ੳ݁ՌΛൺֱ͢Δɻ
རӹͷ value relevance ͕ɺมಈ͢Δෳ਺ͷܦࡁཁҼʹΑͬͯنఆ͞Ε͍ͯΔҎ্ɺͦ
ͷ relevance ΛҰఆͷई౓ͷ΋ͱͰ૬ରԽͯ͠ଊ͑ͳ͚Ε͹ɺਖ਼͍͠ݕূ͸Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻ
͞Βʹɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ͍͔ͭ͘ͷܦࡁཁҼΛม਺Խͯ͠ճؼ෼ੳʹऔΓࠐΉ͜ͱʹ
ΑΓɺ ͦͷཁҼ͕རӹͷ relevance ΍࣭ʹ͍͋ͨ͑ͯΔӨڹΛ௚઀ͱΒ͑Δ͜ͱΛࢼΈ
Δɻͦͷ෼ੳΛ௨ͯ͡ɺͲͷΑ͏ͳܦࡁ؀ڥཁҼ͕རӹͷ relevance ʹӨڹΛ͋ͨ͑ͯ  6
͍Δͷ͔Λ͔֬ΊΔ͜ͱ͕ɺ͜ͷݚڀͷୈ 2 ͷ໨తͰ͋Δɻ 
 
̏ αϯϓϧͱهड़౷ܭྔ




େ೔ํ (2003b) Ͱ࠾༻ͨ͠αϯϓϧɾσʔλΛར༻ͨ͠ɻిྗ 9 ࣾͷࡒ຿σʔλ͸ɺ
͢΂ͯ༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻ૯ཡ͔Βख࡞ۀͰऩूͨ͠ɻଞͷ 2 ࢈ۀͷࡒ຿σʔλ͸ɺ1999
೥ 3 ݄ظ·Ͱ͸೔ܦ NEEDSʢ1999 ೥൛ʣ͔Βμ΢ϯϩʔυ͠ɺ2000 ೥ 3 ݄ظʹ͍ͭ
ͯ͸ɺ༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻ૯ཡ͔Βख࡞ۀͰऩूͨ͠ɻגՁ͸ɺ౦༸ܦࡁ৽ใࣾͷגՁ
CD-ROM ͔Βμ΢ϯϩʔυͨ͠ɻ αϯϓϧͷ࢈ۀผɺ ظؒผ෼෍͸ Table 1 ʹࣔͨ͠ͱ
͓ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 ҎԼͰ࢖༻͢Δม਺ͷهड़౷ܭྔ͸ɺTable 2 ʹ·ͱΊͨɻ౷ܭྔ͸͢΂ͯɺલظ຤





ɻ ͜ͷ F ݕఆʹ͓͍ͯɺ ౳෼ࢄͷԾఆ͕غ٫͞Εͳ͍ ʢغ
٫͞Εͨʣ৔߹ʹ͸ɺฏۉ஋ʹ͍ͭͯ͸౳෼ࢄΛԾఆͨ͠ʢԾఆ͠ͳ͍ʣt ݕఆΛͦΕ
ͧΕߦͬͨɻϝσΟΞϯʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺMann-Whitney ͷ U ݕఆʹΑͬͯɺ2 ظͷ஋ͷେ
খΛൺֱͨ͠ɻ֤਺ࣈͷӈଆͷʮ*ʯҹ͸༗ҙਫ४Λ͓ࣔͯ͠Γɺ ʮ*ʯ͸ 10%ɺ ʮ**ʯ
͸ 5%ɺ ʮ***ʯ͸ 1%ͷਫ४Ͱ 2 ظͷ͍͋ͩͷ͕ࠩ༗ҙͰ͋Δ͜ͱΛද͍ͯ͠Δɻ ͳ͓ɺ
ిྗۀͷӦۀརӹ͸ɺిؾࣄۀ͔ΒಘΒΕͨӦۀརӹͰ͋Γɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺෟଳࣄ
ۀ͔ΒಘΒΕͨӦۀརӹ͸ɺӦۀ֎ଛӹʹ෼ྨ͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
 Table 2 ʹΑΔͱɺII ظ͔Β III ظʹ͔͚ͯ͸ɺిྗɺΨεɺੴ༉ͷ 3 ࢈ۀͱ΋ɺ1 ג
͋ͨΓͷརӹ͸༗ҙʹݮগ͓ͯ͠Γɺ3 ࢈ۀ͸Ұ༷ʹܠؾ௿໎΍σϑϨͷӨڹΛड͚
͍ͯΔ͜ͱ͕Θ͔Δɻ ͔͠͠ɺ I ظ͔Β II ظ΁ͷมԽ͸ɺ ࢈ۀʹΑͬͯҟͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ
ిྗ͸ɺӦۀརӹ͕༗ҙʹ૿Ճ͍ͯ͠Δʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺ७རӹ͸ I ظ͔Β II ظʹ͔
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  ͜͜Ͱͷݕఆ͸ɺҰݩ഑ஔͷ෼ࢄ෼ੳʹΑΔ΋ͷͰ͸ͳ͘ɺ֤ظ͕ಠཱͰ͋ΔͱΈͳͯ͠ɺI
ظͱ II ظɺII ظͱ III ظͱΛҟͳΔϖΞͱͯ͠ܭࢉͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ   7
͚ͯ༗ҙʹ͸૿Ճ͍ͯ͠ͳ͍ɻ͜Ε͸ɺӦۀ֎ଛӹʢFINʣͷେ෯ͳݮগ͕Ӧۀརӹ
ͷ৳ͼΛݮࡴͨ͠ͷʹՃ͑ͯʢPanel Eʣ ɺಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫ʢEXTʣதͷ๏ਓ੫ෛ୲͕
Ӧۀརӹͷ૿Ճʹͱ΋ͳͬͯ૿͔͑ͨΒͰ͋Ζ͏ʢPanel Fʣ ɻଞํɺΨε͸ɺI ظ͔Β
II ظʹ͔͚ͯӦۀརӹ͸૿Ճ͍ͯ͠ͳ͍΋ͷͷɺ७རӹ͸༗ҙʹ૿Ճ͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜Ε
͸ɺӦۀ֎རӹͷ૿Ճ͕د༩ͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋ΔʢPanel Eʣ ɻ͜ͷΑ͏ʹɺI ظ͔Β II ظ΁
ͷརӹͷมԽ͸ɺిྗͱΨεͰ͸ݦஶʹҟͳ͍ͬͯΔɻͨͩ͠ɺͦͷ૬ҧΛ࢈ΜͰ͍













̐ རӹ৘ใͷ Relevance 
4.1  ใࠂ͞Εͨརӹਫ४ 
 Θ͕ࠃͰ͸۠෼ଛӹܭࢉํ͕ࣜ࠾༻͞Εɺ اۀຊདྷͷϏδωε ʢຊۀʀcore operating 
activityʣ͔ΒಘΒΕͨӦۀརӹɺͦΕʹۚ༥׆ಈΛՃݮͨ͠ܦৗརӹɺ࠷ޙʹྟ࣌ɾ
ҟৗͳརಘ΍ଛࣦͱ੫ΛՃݮͨ͠७རӹ͕։ࣔ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻͦΕΒ 3 छྨͷརӹ͸ɺ





͕גՁઆ໌ྗͷ఺Ͱ༏Ε͍ͯΔͷ͔ɺڵຯਂ͍ݕূ՝୊ͱͳΔɻ   8
 ͜͜Ͱ࠾༻ͨ͠ճؼϞσϧ͸ɺ࣍ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 
 ∑ + + + = it j j it it u D X P γ β α  (M1) 
 
্ه(M1)ࣜͰ P ͸גՁɺ X ͸ձܭ্ͷརӹ ʢ1 ג͋ͨΓʣ ɺ Dj ͸೥౓Λද͢ఆ਺μϛʔɺ
u ͸ޡ߲ࠩɺi ͸اۀɺt ͸ܾࢉ೥౓ʢܾࢉ೔ʣͰ͋ΔɻෆۉҰ෼ࢄΛ؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺ
આ໌ม਺ͷརӹͱඃઆ໌ม਺ͷגՁ͸ɺલظ຤ͷגՁͰσϑϨʔτͨ͠ʢҎԼಉ༷ʣ ɻ  
 ճؼਪఆͷ݁Ռ͸ɺTable 3 ʹ·ͱΊͨɻPanel A ͸ӦۀརӹʢOPʣ ɺPanel B ͸ܦৗ
རӹʢOIʣ ɺPanel C ͸७རӹʢNIʣͷ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻදͷ 3 ஈͷ਺஋͸ɺ্͔Βɺภճ
ؼ܎਺ɺWhite ͷ t ஋ɺ྆ଆݕఆͷ༗ҙ֬཰Ͱ͋Δɻͳ͓ɺఆ਺͓Αͼ೥౓μϛʔʹͭ
͍ͯͷਪఆ݁Ռ͸ɺܝࡌΛলུͨ͠ʢҎԼಉ༷ʣ ɻ͜͜Ͱ͸ɺ࢈ۀผʹ݁ՌΛ֬ೝ͠Α
͏ɻ ·ͣɺ ిྗۀͰ͸ɺ Ӧۀརӹͱܦৗརӹ͸ͱ΋ʹɺ I ظͱ III ظʹ͓͍ͯ value relevant
Ͱ͋Δ΋ͷͷɺII ظͰ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻ੡଄ۀͷ৔߹ɺ3 ظͱ΋རӹ͕ relevant Ͱ
͋Δͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺిྗۀͷ৔߹ʹ͸ɺόϒϧظͷརӹਫ४ֹ͕ relevant Ͱͳ͍ͷ͸
஫໨ʹ஋͢Δɻ͞Βʹɺిྗͷ७རӹ͸ɺIII ظͰ΋ relevance Λ֬ೝͰ͖ͳ͍ɻӦۀར
ӹͱܦৗརӹͷࠩ͸໌֬Ͱ͸ͳ͍͕ɺిྗۀͰ΋ɺ७རӹͷגՁઆ໌ྗ͸Ұஈྼͬͯ
͍Δɻ 
 Ψε࢈ۀͷརӹ৘ใ͸ɺଞͷ࢈ۀʹൺ΂ͯ relevance ͕ྼ͍ͬͯΔΑ͏ʹݟ͑ΔɻӦ
ۀརӹͱܦৗརӹ͸ɺI ظͱ II ظͰ relevance ͕֬ೝ͞ΕΔ͕ɺIII ظʹ͸ͦΕΛ֬ೝͰ









্ ه ͷ2 ࢈ۀ͓Αͼ੡଄ۀʹൺ΂ͯɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷ݁Ռ͸͖Θͩͬͨಛ௃Λ͍ࣔͯ͠
ΔɻӦۀརӹ͸ 3 ظͱ΋ relevant Ͱͳ͘ɺܦৗརӹ͸ III ظͷΈ relevant Ͱ͋ΔɻͦΕ  9









Λ΋ͨΒ͍ͯ͠ΔͳΒ͹ɺ ճؼͷਪఆ݁Ռʹ͓͍ͯ͸ relevance ͷ௿Լͱͯ͠ݱΕΔ͸
ͣͰ͋Ζ͏ɻ͔͠͠ɺTable 3 ͷ݁ՌͰ͸ɺͦͷΑ͏ͳ relevance ͷ௿Լ͸ڞ௨ʹ͸؍࡯
͞Ε͓ͯΒͣɺ ن੍؇࿨ͷಈ޲͕རӹͷrelevanceʹ͋ͨ͑ΔӨڹ͸͖͋Β͔Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻ
ͳ͓ɺIII ظΛ 1996 ೥ 3 ݄ظ·ͰͱɺͦΕҎ߱ͷαϒظؒʹ۠੾ͬͯճؼ෼ੳΛͨ͠




4.2 ଛࣦͷ Transitory ੑ 
 ैདྷ͔Βɺଛࣦʹ͸Ұ࣌తʢtransitoryʣͳϊΠζؚ͕·Ε͍ͯΔͨΊɺגՁʹ͍ͨ
ͯ͠ଛࣦ͸ relevant Ͱͳ͘ɺଛࣦاۀΛαϯϓϧʹؚΊͨճؼ෼ੳ͸རӹͷ relevance
ΛաখධՁ͢Δͱ͍ΘΕ͍ͯΔɻͦͷ఺Λߟྀͯ͠ɺ͜͜Ͱ͸ɺଛࣦαϯϓϧʹμϛ
ʔΛ͚ͭͯίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δ͜ͱʹΑΓɺ͋ΒͨΊͯརӹͷ relevance Λݕূ͢Δɻ͜
͜Ͱ͸ɺଛࣦαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺ DL Λར༻ͯ͠ɺԼهͷճ
ؼࣜΛਪఆͨ͠ɻ 
 
 ∑ + + + + = it j j it L it it u D X D X P γ β β α 2 1  (M2) 
 
 Table 4 ͸ɺ(M2)ͷ෼ੳ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻిྗͱΨε͸ྉۚن੍࢈ۀͰ͋
ΔͨΊɺଛࣦ͕ܭ্͞ΕΔέʔε͸͘͝ྫ֎తʹ͔͠ੜ͡ͳ͍ɻTable 3 Ͱ͸ɺిྗۀ




͠ͳ͍৔߹ɺIII ظͷ७རӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Δ΋ͷͷɺͦͷ༗ҙਫ४͸௿͔ͬͨɻ͔͠
͠ɺ Table 4 Ͱ͸ɺ ౰ظ७ଛࣦͷΈ͕ value relevant Ͱ͋Γɺ ͔͠΋ͦͷ܎਺͸ਖ਼Ͱ͋Δɻ
ͭ·Γɺ͜͜Ͱͷଛࣦ͸ transitory Ͱ͸ͳ͘ɺࢢ৔Ͱ͸Ή͠Ζ persistent ͱΈͳ͞Εͯ
͍Δɻ౰ظ७ଛࣦΛܭ্ͨ͠اۀ͸ɺ͍΍ΏΔʮෛ͚૊ʯͱΈͳ͞ΕɺࠇࣈاۀΑΓ
΋Ұஈͱ௿͍גՁ͕͍͍ͭͯΔΘ͚Ͱ͋Δɻ੡଄ۀͰ͸ɺෆگظͰ͋ͬͯ΋७ଛࣦͷ
܎਺͕༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋ʹͳΔ݁Ռ͸؍࡯͞Ε͓ͯΒͣɺ Ψε࢈ۀͷ III ظͷ݁Ռ͸ܠؾಈ
޲ͷӨڹʹΑΔ΋ͷͱ͸͍͑ͳ͍Ͱ͋Ζ͏ɻݪҼͷৄࡉ͸Θ͔Βͳ͍΋ͷͷɺIII ظʹ
͸ɺاۀؒͷऩӹྗ֨ࠩΛ֦େͤ͞ΔΑ͏ͳڝ૪؀ڥͷมԽ͕ੜͨ͡ͱਪଌͰ͖Δɻ 
 Table 4 ͷੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺརӹͷछྨʹΑΔגՁઆ໌ྗͷҧ͍ʹ͔Μͯ͠ɺڵຯਂ͍
݁Ռ͕ࣔ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻIII ظʹ͍ͭͯɺܦৗརӹͷ݁Ռͱ७རӹͷ݁ՌΛൺ΂Δͱɺࣗ
༝౓मਖ਼ޙܾఆ܎਺͸ɺલऀ͸ 0.3666 Ͱ͋Δͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺޙऀ͸ 0.6262 ͱ֨ஈʹߴ
͍ɻ͜ͷ఺Ͱ͸ɺܦৗརӹΑΓ΋७རӹͷ΄͏͕اۀධՁʹͱͬͯ༏ΕͨࢦඪͰ͋Δ
Α͏ʹݟ͑ΔɻҰํɺII ظͰ͸ɺܦৗརӹ΋७རӹ΋ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͘ɺӦۀརӹͷ































 ∑ + + + + = it j j it N it it u D X D X P γ ∆ β ∆ β α ∆ 2 1  (M3) 
 
্ ه ͷ (M3)ࣜͷ∆͸ରલ೥౓ͷมԽֹΛࣔ͠ɺDN ͸ɺݮӹαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺͦΕҎ֎
Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺Ͱ͋Δɻͳ͓ɺ͜͜Ͱ΋ɺෆۉҰ෼ࢄΛ؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺઆ໌ม
਺ͷརӹͷมԽֹͱඃઆ໌ม਺ͷגՁมԽֹ͸ɺલظ຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτͨ͠ɻճؼ
෼ੳͷ݁Ռ͸ɺTable 5 ʹܝࡌͨ͠ɻ 
 ిྗۀͷ I ظͱ III ظ͸ɺ ૿ӹͱݮӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸͍ͣΕ΋ਖ਼Ͱ͋Γɺ ૿ӹ ʢݮӹʣ
͕কདྷͷྉۚҾ͖Լ͛ʢҾ্͖͛ʣʹ݁ͼͭ͘ͱ͸ظ଴͞Ε͍ͯͳ͍ɻ͔͠͠ɺII ظ
ͷӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹͷ݁ՌΛݟΔͱɺ૿ӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸ਖ਼Ͱ͋Δ΋ͷͷɺݮӹʹ
͔͔Δ܎਺͸θϩͱ༗ҙʹҟͳΒͳ͍ɻ ݮӹ͸ transitory Ͱ͋ΔͱΈͳ͞Ε͍ͯͨΘ͚
Ͱ͋Δɻ ͨͩ͠ɺ ͜ͷ݁Ռ͕কདྷͷྉۚҾ্͖͕͛ظ଴͞Ε͍ͯͨͨΊͰ͋Δͷ͔͸ɺ
͓͓͍ʹٙ໰Ͱ͋Ζ͏ɻII ظ͸͍ΘΏΔόϒϧظͰ͋ΓɺTable 5 ʹࣔ͞Ε͍ͯΔΑ͏
ʹɺ੡଄ۀͷݮӹ΋ transitory Ͱ͋Δͱड͚ࢭΊΒΕ͍ͯͨɻྉۚن੍ͱ͸ແؔ܎ʹɺ  12
II ظͰ͸ɺΘ͕ࠃܦࡁશମʹ͍ͨ͢Δ੒௕ظ଴͕ࢧ഑తͰ͋ͬͨͨΊʹɺݮӹʹ͸൓
෮ੑ͕ͳ͍ͱਪఆ͞Ε͍ͯͨͱղ͢Δͷ͕ɺࣗવͳղऍͰ͋Ζ͏ɻ 









 ੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺII ظͷӦۀརӹͱ III ظͷܦৗརӹʹ͍ͭͯɺ༗ҙຯͳ݁Ռ͕ಘΒΕ






III ظʹ͸ݮӹ͕ persistent Ͱ͋ΔͱΈͳ͞Ε͍ͯΔҰํɺిྗۀͰ͸ɺ૿ӹͱݮӹͱ
ͷ͍͋ͩʹ༗ҙͳ૬ҧ͸ͳ͍ɻͦΕʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺݮӹ͸ transitory Ͱ͋
ΔͱΈͳ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 





Ұ݄࣍ͷʣ࿈ಈ౓߹͍͸ɺI ظ͔Β II ظɺII ظ͔Β III ظ΁ͱਖ਼ͷํ޲ʹ༗ҙʹڧ·ͬ





                                                    
5
  ͜ͷ఺ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ২૲ɾԣ૔ (1994) ΋ࢀরɻ 
6
  ੡଄ۀʹ͍ͭͯͷৄࡉͳ෼ੳ͸େ೔ํ (2003a) Λɺ ݐઃɾෆಈ࢈ۀ͓Αͼྲྀ௨ۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ




(1992)  Λࢀরɻ   13
 
4.4 େن໛૿ӹͷ Persistence 
  ੡඼΍αʔϏεͷࠩผԽ͕Մೳͳ࢈ۀʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺऩӹྗ֨ࠩͰ࣮ݱͨ͠େ෯૿ӹ
Λ࣋ଓ͢Δ͜ͱ΋Ͱ͖Δɻͭ·Γɺڝ૪༏Ґ͕࣋ଓ͢Δͱظ଴͞ΕΔͳΒ͹ɺେن໛
૿ӹΛܦݧͨ͠རӹ΋ persistent ͱΈͳ͞ΕΔঢ়گ΋ى͜Γ͑Δɻ རӹͷมԽֹ͕େ͖
͍ͱ͍͏͚ͩͰͦΕΛ transitory Ͱ͋Δͱਪఆ͢Δͷ͸ɺඞͣ͠΋߹ཧతͰ͸ͳ͍ɻ࣮















 ∑ + + + + + = it j j it SH it N it it u D X D X D X P γ β β β α 3 2 1  (M4) 
 
্ ه ͷ (M3)ࣜͷ DN ͸ɺݮӹαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺Ͱ͋Δɻ
DSH ͸ɺӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ७རӹͷ͢΂ͯʹ͍ͭͯɺରલ೥౓มԽֹΛલظ຤ג
ՁͰআֹͨ͠ͷઈର஋ʢ 1 / − it it P X ∆ ʣ͕೥౓ͷ࢈ۀϝσΟΞϯΛ௒͑ͨ৔߹ͷ૿ӹα
ϯϓϧΛ 1ɺ ͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺Ͱ͋Δɻ ͜͜Ͱؔ৺Λ޲͚Δͷ͸܎਺ 3 β Ͱ
͋Δ͕ɺͨΜͳΔ૿ӹͱݮӹͷҧ͍͕ 3 β ʹ͋ͨ͑ΔόΠΞεΛআͨ͘ΊɺݮӹΛܦݧ
ͨ͠རӹΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δɻͳ͓ɺ͜͜Ͱ΋ɺෆۉҰ෼ࢄΛ؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺઆ໌ม
਺ͷརӹͷมԽֹͱඃઆ໌ม਺ͷגՁมԽֹ͸ɺલظ຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτͨ͠ɻ 
 ճؼ෼ੳͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨͷ͕ɺTable 6 Ͱ͋Δɻిྗۀʹ͍ͭͯɺIII ظͷӦۀརӹ
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རӹͱݮӹΛܦݧͨ͠རӹ͸͍ͣΕ΋ persistent Ͱ͋Δͱ͍͏݁ՌΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ ͜Ε
͸ɺاۀ͕ؒ֨ࠩΑΓ઱໌ʹͳͬͨ͜ͱΛද͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜ͷิ׬త෼ੳʹΑͬͯɺن
੍؇࿨΍ࣗ༝Խ͕ਐΜͩ III ظͰ΋ɺརӹͷ relevance ͸ࣦΘΕ͍ͯͳ͍͜ͱΛ֬ೝͰ
͖ͨɻ 
ੴ༉࢈ۀͷ݁Ռ͸ɺ࢈ۀ੓ࡦͷྺ࢙ʹͯΒ͢ͱɺඇৗʹڵຯਂ͍ɻII ظʢ1996 ೥ 3
݄ظʵ1992 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ͸ɺ ΨιϦϯ༌ೖΛن੍ͨ͠ಛఆੴ༉੡඼༌ೖ࢑ఆાஔ๏ ʢ1986
೥ࢪߦɺ1996 ೥ഇࢭʣʹΑͬͯɺੴ༉࢈ۀ͸อޢ͞Ε͍ͯͨͱ͍ΘΕ͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ࣌
                                                    
9
  ͜ͷ࿦จͷαϯϓϧɾσʔλ͸ݸผʢ୯ಠʣࡒ຿ॾදͷ΋ͷͰ͋Γɺిྗۀ͕ࢠձࣾܗࣜͰ










̑ ϚΫϩܦࡁ؀ڥͱརӹͷ Relevance 
5.1 ҝସଛӹͷ value relevance 
 རӹ৘ใͷ value relevance ͸ɺݸʑͷاۀ͕௚໘͍ͯ͠ΔϛΫϩͷڝ૪؀ڥͷΈͳ











 ∑ + + + + = it j j it it it u D FCG OI ADJ P γ β β α 2 1 _  (M5) 
 
্هͷ FCG ͸ҝସଛӹͰ͋ΓɺADJ_OI ͸ܦৗརӹʹҝସଛӹΛ໭͠ೖΕֹͨʢ͍ͣ
Ε΋ 1 ג͋ͨΓͷֹʣͰ͋ΔɻෆۉҰ෼ࢄΛ؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺઆ໌ม਺ͷརӹͷมԽֹ
ͱඃઆ໌ม਺ͷגՁมԽֹ͸ɺલظ຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτͨ͠ɻ 
 ม਺ͷهड़౷ܭྔ͸ɺTable 7 ͷ Panel A ʹ·ͱΊͨɻ্ஈͷ਺஋͸ฏۉͰ͋ΓɺԼ
ஈͷ਺஋͸ϝσΟΞϯͰ͋Δɻ I ظʹ͓͍ͯɺ ిྗۀʹ͸ҝସࠩଛ͕ੜ͍ͯ͡Δͷʹͨ
                                                    
10
  ͜ͷҝସଛӹʹ͸ɺظ຤ʹଘࡏ͢Δ֎՟ݐ࠴ݖ࠴຿ʹ͔͔Δ׵ࢉֹࠩͱɺظதͷܾࡁͰੜ͡
ܾͨࡁֹࠩͷ 2 ͭͷཁૉؚ͕·Ε͍ͯΔɻ   16




 Table 7 ͷ Panel B ͸ɺ (M5)ʹΑΔ 3 ظؒͷਪఆ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ I ظͰ͸ɺ
3 ࢈ۀͱ΋ɺҝସଛӹ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋ΔɻII ظͰ͸ɺిྗۀͱΨε࢈ۀʹ͓͍ͯɺҝ
ସଛӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸ϓϥεͷ༗ҙͳ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜͜Ͱ஫໨͢΂͖఺͕ 3 ͭ͋













֎ͷܦৗརӹ΋ irrelevant Ͱ͋ΓɺII ظͰ͸ɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷকདྷͷऩӹੑ͸ෆಁ໌Ͱ͋Δ
ͱ౤ࢿՈʹड͚ࢭΊΒΕ͍ͯͨͷͰ͋Ζ͏ɻ 
 Panel B ͷ III ظͷ݁Ռ͸ɺ࢈ۀؒͷҧ͍Λࡍ͍ͩͨͤͯΔɻిྗۀͰ͸ɺҝସଛӹ
Ҏ֎ͷܦৗརӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋ΔҰํɺ ҝସଛӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻ ͦΕͱٯʹΨε
࢈ۀͰ͸ɺҝସଛӹҎ֎ͷܦৗརӹ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Γɺҝସଛӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Δɻ
ͨͩɺҝସଛӹ͕ relevant Ͱ͋Δͱ͍ͬͯ΋ɺͦͷූ߸͸ II ظͱ͸ҟͳΓɺIII ظͰ͸
ϚΠφεʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻҰํɺੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺҝସଛӹҎ֎ͷܦৗརӹ΋ɺҝସଛӹ
΋ relevant Ͱ͋Γɺ ྆ऀʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸ͲͪΒ΋ϓϥεͰ͋Δɻ ྉۚن੍࢈ۀͷ͏ͪɺ
Ψε࢈ۀͰ͸ԁߴࠩӹؐݩظ଴͕ࢧ഑తͰ͋Γɺੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺԁߴ܏޲͕ऩӹߏ଄
ͷڧԽʹ݁ͼͭ͘ͱظ଴͞Ε͍ͯͨΘ͚Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ͷΑ͏ʹɺPanel B ͷ III ظ͸ɺ3  17
ۀछ 3 ༷ͷ݁ՌΛ͓ࣔͯ͠Γɺڵຯਂ͍ɻ 
 ͔͠͠ɺIII ظͷ݁ՌΛͦͷΑ͏ʹཁ໿ͯ͠͠·͏ͷ͸ɺ໰୊͕͋Δ͔΋͠Εͳ͍ɻ
ిྗۀͱΨε࢈ۀʹ͸ɺ1997 ೥ 3 ݄ظҎ߱ɺ೩ྉඅʢݪྉඅʣௐ੔੍౓͕ಋೖ͞Εɺ
೩ྉʢݪྉʣՁ֨ͱྉۚͱͷؔ܎͸ɺͦΕҎલͱҎ߱Ͱ͸ҟͳ͍ͬͯΔͱ༧૝͞ΕΔ
͔ΒͰ͋Δɻ ͦ͜Ͱɺ III ظΛ੍౓ಋೖҎલͷ 1993 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͔Β 1996 ೥ 3 ݄ظ·Ͱͱɺ
ಋೖҎ߱ͷ 1997 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͔Β 2000 ೥ 3 ݄ظ·Ͱͷαϒظؒʹ෼͚ͯɺಉ༷ͷճؼ෼
ੳΛߦͬͨɻTable 7 ͷ Panel C ͸هड़౷ܭྔͰ͋ΓɺPanel D ͸ճؼ෼ੳͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱ
Ίͨ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ 
 Panel D ΛݟΔͱɺ೩ྉඅʢݪྉඅʣௐ੔੍౓ಋೖޙͷαϒظؒʹ͓͍ͯɺΨε࢈ۀ
ͷҝସଛӹͷ܎਺͸౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͳෛͷ஋Ͱ͋Γɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷͦΕ͸༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋Ͱ






















 ∑ + + ∗ + + = it j j it M it it u D X D X P γ β β α 2 1  (M6) 
 














ҝସϨʔτ  ʹ  ԁʗUS υϧɻ௚෺ΠϯλʔόϯΫɾϨʔτͷ݄தฏۉ
ͷݪ਺஋ʢग़యɿۚ༥ܦࡁ౷ܭ݄ใʣ ɻ 
ݪ༉༌ೖՁ֨  ʹ  ௨ؔϕʔεͷ݄࣍ݪ਺஋ʢग़యɿ೔ຊܦࡁ৽ฉʣ ɻ 
ిؾྉ͓ۚΑͼ 
Ψεྉۚ 
ʹ  ฏ੒ 12 ೥Λ 100 ͱ͢Δ݄࣍σʔλͷݪࢦ਺ʢग़యɿ෺
Ձ౷ܭ݄ใʣ ɻ 










 ͜ͷ߲Ͱ͸ɺ֤౷ܭσʔλʹ͍ͭͯͷಈ޲Λ؆୯ʹ֬ೝ͢ΔɻTable 8 ͸ɺ5 ͭͷ౷
ܭσʔλͷ 3 ظผͷهड़౷ܭྔͰ͋ΔɻҝସϨʔτ͸ԁߴ܏޲ʹ͋Γɺඪ४ภࠩͰଌ









 t t t TIME Y ε β α + + =  (M7) 
 
͜͜Ͱ Yt ͸ɺ֤Ձ֨ਫ४ͷ݄࣍σʔλͰ͋ΓɺTIME ͸ɺ1979 ೥ 4 ݄Λ 1 ͱ͠ɺ2000
೥ 3 ݄Λ 264 ͱ͢Δม਺Ͱ͋ΔɻෆۉҰ෼ࢄɺܥྻ૬ؔͷ໰୊Λ؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺ






༷Ͱ͋Γɺ ୈ 2 ࣍ΦΠϧγϣοΫޙͷ I ظͰ͸্ঢ܏޲ɺ OPEC ͷڠௐݮ࢈ମ੍͕༳Β
͍ͩ II ظͰ͸௿Լ܏޲Λࣔͨ͠ޙɺIII ظͰ͸ɺ໌֬ͳ܏޲͸؍࡯͞Εͳ͍ɻ 




ͱࢥΘΕΔɻΨεྉۚ͸ɺI ظͱ II ظ͸ɺిྗྉۚͱಉ༷ʹɺ্ঢ͔Β௿Լ΁ͱมԽ
͠ͳ͕ΒɺIII ظͰ͸࠶ͼ্ঢ܏޲Λ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻͦͷ܏޲͸ɺੴ༉੡඼Ձ֨΋ಉ͡Ͱ
͋ΔɻIII ظʹͦΕΒ্͕ঢ܏޲Λࣔ͢ཧ༝͸Θ͔Βͳ͍͕ɺΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͷ 3 ۀछ
Λൺֱ͢Δͱɺ IIIظʹిྗྉ͕ۚ௿Լ͍ͯ͠Δ͜ͱ͸ࡍͩͬͨಛ௃Ͱ͋Δͱ͍͑Α͏ɻ  






Ͱ t ஋Λܭࢉͨ͠ɻ 







ͦ ͜ Ͱ ɺ III ظʹಋೖ͞Εͨ೩ྉඅʢݪྉඅʣௐ੔੍౓ʹண໨ͯ͠ɺ౤ೖཁૉՁ֨ͱ
࢈ग़෺Ձ֨ͱͷؔ܎Λ෼ੳͯ͠Έͨɻͦͷ੍౓Ͱ͸ɺҰൠʹՁ֨సՇ͕ 2 ࢛൒ظʢ6
͔݄ʣ΄Ͳ஗ΕΔͨΊɺ͜͜Ͱ͸ಉҰ݄࣍ͷ࿈ಈੑͱ 6 ͔݄஗Εͷ࿈ಈੑͷ྆ऀΛ෼
ੳͨ͠ɻ ͦͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨͷ͕ Table 10 ͷ Panel B Ͱ͋Δɻ ࠨଆ͸ಉҰ݄࣍ͷ࿈ಈੑ
ͷ݁ՌͰ͋Γɺӈଆ͸ 6 ͔݄஗Εͷ࿈ಈੑͷ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ 









































 ∑ + + ∗ + + = it j j it n it it u D X K X P γ β β α 2 1  (M8) 
 
͜ ͜ Ͱ X ͸ܦৗརӹͰ͋ΔɻKnʢn=1, 2,ʜ, 5ʣ͸ɺલ߲Ͱઆ໌ͨ͠ɺϚΫϩܦࡁ؀
ڥΛද͢౷ܭσʔλͷม਺Ͱ͋ΔɻͦΕͧΕͷҙຯ͸ɺ࣍ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 
K1  ʹ  ҝସϨʔτͷ֤ձܭ೥౓ͷฏۉ஋ɻ 
K2  ʹ  ݪ༉༌ೖՁ֨ͷ֤ձܭ೥౓ͷฏۉ஋ɻ 
K3  ʹ  ҝସϨʔτͷ֤ձܭ೥౓தͷඪ४ภࠩɻ 
K4  ʹ  ݪ༉༌ೖՁ֨ͷ֤ձܭ೥౓தͷඪ४ภࠩɻ 
ͨ ͩ ͠ ɺ Kn ͸ɺ෼ੳର৅ͱͨ͠ 22 ೥ؒͷ࠷େ஋Λ 1ɺ࠷খ஋Λ 0 ͱ͢ΔΑ͏
ʹج४Խ͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
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H2ɿ ཁૉ౤ೖՁ֨ͷඪ४ภ͕ࠩେ͖͍ ʢখ͍͞ʣ ΄Ͳɺ རӹͷ࣭͸௿͍ ʢߴ͍ʣ ɻ







 Table 11 ͸ɺϞσϧ(M8)ʹΑΔਪఆ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻTable 11 ʹ͸ɺ܎਺
















ిྗۀͰ͸ɺII ظͷ 2 β ͷූ߸͸Ծઆ H1 ͱ͸ҟͳΓɺPanel AɺB ͱ΋ʹ༗ҙͳෛͷ
஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜Ε͸ɺԁߴͱݪ༉҆ʹΑΔࠩӹ͕ফඅऀʹ͸׬શʹ͸ؐݩ͞Εͣ
ʹɺͦͷҰ෦͕גओʹؼଐ͢Δͱࢢ৔͸ධՁ͍ͯͨ͜͠ͱΛࣔࠦ͢ΔɻҰํɺPanel B





 Ψε࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ༗ҙਫ४͸΍΍௿͍͕ɺݪ༉Ձ֨ͷਫ४ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ III ظͷલ൒Ͱɺ
ҝସਫ४ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ III ظͷޙ൒Ͱ܎਺ 2 β ͕ෛʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻݪྉඅௐ੔੍౓ಋೖޙ
ʹ܎਺ 2 β ͕ෛʹͳ͍ͬͯΔͷ͸ɺՁ֨సՇͰ͖ͳ͍ίετ૿͕ੜ͡ɺͦΕ͕גओෛ୲
ͱͳΔͨΊརӹͷ࣭͕௿Լͨ͠ͱਪଌ͞ΕΔɻ 
 ੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ͓͓ΉͶ੡଄ۀͱಉ༷ͷ݁Ռ͕ಘΒΕ͍ͯΔɻੴ༉࢈ۀʹಛ௃తͳ
ͷ͸ɺҝସਫ४ʹ͍ͭͯɺIII ظͷޙ൒Ͱ܎਺ 2 β ͕ෛʹͳ͍ͬͯΔ఺Ͱ͋Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺ
ԁ҆ʹΑΔίετ૿Λ੡඼Ձ֨ʹసՇͰ͖ͳ͍͔ɺ͋Δ͍͸ɺԁߴʹΑΔίετͷ௿
ԼҎ্ʹ੡඼͕஋่Εͯ͠͠·͏ͱࢢ৔Ͱ͸༧ଌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ͜ͱΛҙຯ͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
 Panel C ͱ D ͸ɺ ҝସϨʔτͱݪ༉༌ೖՁ֨ͷ೥౓ͷϘϥςΟϦςΟΛ؀ڥม਺ͱ͠
ͨ৔߹ͷ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ੡଄ۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺৗࣝʹ൓ͣ͞ɺͦΕΒ͕ཚߴԼ͢Δ΄Ͳར












 Panel C ͷΨε࢈ۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺڵຯਂ͍݁Ռ͸ಘΒΕ͍ͯͳ͍ɻଞํɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷ
݁Ռ͸ɺ੡଄ۀͷ݁Ռͱຊ࣭తʹҟͳΒͣɺ͜ͷ෼ੳ͔Β৽ͨͳ৘ใ͸ಘΒΕͳ͔ͬ
ͨɻ 
Panel D Ͱ͸ɺ܎਺ 2 β ͕༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔέʔε͕͋Δɻిྗۀͷ III ظલ
















̒ ඇޮ཰ࢿ࢈ͷଘࡏͱձܭ৘ใͷ value relevance 
6.1 ౤ࢿՈʹΑΔ Stranded Cost ͷධՁ 







Խ౒ྗΛଅͨ͠Γ͢Δ forward looking ࢦ޲ͷྉۚن੍΍ɺن੍؇࿨ʢ෦෼ࣗ༝Խʣʹ
ΑΔྉۚҾ͖Լ͛ѹྗ͕ଘࡏ͢Δঢ়گͰ͸ɺաڈͷઃඋ౤ࢿݪՁͷ͏ͪɺকདྷͷྉۚ
Ͱ͸ճऩͰ͖ͳ͍ݪՁ͕ൃੜ͢Δͱ༧૝͞ΕΔɻͦΕΒͷ༧૝ճऩෆೳݪՁ͕ɺ
stranded cost Ͱ͋Δɻ 
 ͜ͷݚڀͰ໰୊ʹ͢Δͷ͸ɺ౤ࢿՈ͕ stranded cost ͷൃੜΛ༧૝ͨ͠ͱ͖ɺձܭ৘





੒͞ΕΔ͔Βɺձܭ৘ใͷ value relevance ͱ stranded cost ͱͷؔ܎Λݕ౼͢Δʹ͸ɺ





 ઌߦݚڀͷ Nwaeza (1998)ɺBlacconiere et al. (2000)ɺPinto (2003)  ͳͲͰ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈
฽Ձͱརӹͱͷଟॏճؼ෼ੳΛ௨ͯ͡ɺ ن੍؀ڥ͕ձܭ৘ใͷ relevance ʹ͋ͨ͑ΔӨ
ڹΛ෼ੳ͍ͯ͠Δɻ͔͠͠ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͱརӹͱͷଟॏճؼϞσϧ͸ɺཧ࿦తͳධՁ
Ϟσϧͷཪ෇͚͕े෼Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻͦͷͨΊɺ֤܎਺ͷਖ਼ෛͷූ߸ʹ͍ͭͯɺ͋Β͔͡
ΊԾઆΛఏࣔ͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻͦ͜Ͱɺ͜ͷݚڀͰ͸ɺ౤ࢿՈ͕ stranded cost ͷ
ൃੜΛ༧૝ͨ͠ͱࢥΘΕΔαϯϓϧʹθϩʵΠνͷμϛʔม਺ D Λ͋ͨ͑ͯɺҎԼͷ
ճؼࣜͰ relevance Λݕূ͢Δɻͳ͓ɺX ͸ܦৗརӹɺBVE ͸७ࢿ࢈฽ՁɺDj ͸೥౓
μϛʔͰ͋Δɻ 
 
 ∑ + + ∗ + + = it j j it it it u D X D X P γ β β α 2 1  (M9) 





Ψεʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺ ਖ਼ৗใुͷ֫ಘ͕อূ͞Ε͍ͯΔ͔Βɺ stranded cost ͕େ͖͘ͳ͚Ε
͹ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ͸ value relevant Ͱ͋Δ͔΋͠Εͳ͍ɻ 
 ͭ͗ͷ໰୊͸ɺ౤ࢿՈ͕ stranded cost Λ༧૝ͨ͠λΠϛϯάΛͲͷΑ͏ʹัଊ͢Δ
ͷ͔Ͱ͋Δɻ͜͜Ͱ͸ɺྉۚن੍ํࣜΛΊ͙Δ৹ٞձ౳ͷٞ࿦͔ΒͦΕΛ༧ଌ͢Δͷ
Ͱ͸ͳ͘ɺࢢ৔Ͱ؍࡯͞ΕΔܦݧతσʔλ͔ΒͦΕΛ༧ଌ͢Δɻ͢ͳΘͪɺར५཰͕
                                                    
11
  D’Souza and Jacob (2001)  ͸ɺstranded cost Λಠཱʹਪఆͨ͠͏͑Ͱɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձɺ७རӹɺ
ਪఆ͞Εͨ stranded cost ͷ 3 ͭΛઆ໌ม਺ͱͯ͠ଟॏճؼΛ͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺͦΕ΋݁߹ԾઆΛݕ
ূ͍ͯ͠Δ͜ͱʹมΘΓ͸ͳ͍ɻ   27
ϕϯνϚʔΫΛԼճ͍ͬͯΔͱ͖ɺ౤ࢿՈ͸ stranded cost ͷൃੜΛ༧ଌ͢ΔͱԾఆ͢
Δɻμϛʔม਺͸ɺαϯϓϧاۀͷར५཰͕֤೥౓ͷϕϯνϚʔΫΛԼճͬͨέʔε
Λ 1ɺͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱఆٛ͢Δɻ͜ͷ࿦จͰϕϯνϚʔΫͱ͢Δͷ͸ɺ੡଄ۀͷར५
཰ͷ೥౓ฏۉͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷ৔߹ɺϞσϧ(M9)ͱ(M10)ʹΑΔճؼ͸ɺݫີʹ͸ɺར५཰
͕੡଄ۀΑΓ΋௿͍৔߹ɺձܭ৘ใͷʮ࣭ʯ͸ͲͷΑ͏ͳӨڹΛड͚Δͷ͔Λ͔֬Ί
Δ͜ͱʹͳΔɻ௿ར५཰͕ stranded cost ͷൃੜʕʕਖ਼֬ʹ͍͏ͱɺඇޮ཰ࢿ࢈ͷଘࡏ
ʕʕΛؚҙ͍ͯ͠ΔͳΒɺձܭ৘ใͷ࣭͸௿Լ͢ΔͰ͋Ζ͏ɻͦͷ৔߹ɺ(M9)͋Δ͍
͸(M10)ͷ܎਺ 2 β ͸ϚΠφεʹͳΔ͸ͣͰ͋ΔɻҎԼͷ෼ੳͰ͸ɺ܎਺ 2 β ͷූ߸ݕఆ
Λߦ͏͜ͱʹͳΔɻ 
 ࠷ޙͷ໰୊͸ɺར५཰ΛͲͷΑ͏ʹଌఆ͢Δͷ͔Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ͷݚڀͰ͸ɺܦৗརӹ
Λظ຤ͷ७ࢿ࢈Ͱআͨ͠ ROE ͱܦৗརӹΛલظ຤גՁͰআͨ͠རӹճΓʢyieldʣͷ 2
ͭΛར५཰ͷ୅ཧม਺ͱ͢Δɻ౤ࢿݪՁͷճऩΛ໰୊ͱ͢Δྉۚن੍ʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺձ
ܭ্ͷ౤ࢿऩӹ཰Ͱ͋Δ ROE ͕ॏཁͳࢦඪͰ͋Δ͜ͱ͸ؒҧ͍ͳ͍͕ɺ ূ݊ࢢ৔Ͱച
ങ͢Δ౤ࢿՈʹͱͬͯ͸ɺརӹճΓ΋ॏཁͳࢦඪͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷݚڀͰ͸ɺ౤ࢿՈͷ༧
૝Λ໰୊ͱ͍ͯ͠ΔͨΊɺޙऀͷࢦඪ΋ແࢹͰ͖ͳ͍ɻҎԼͰ͸ɺROE Λج४ͱͨ͠
৔߹ͷμϛʔม਺ DR ͱɺ རӹճΓΛج४ͱͨ͠৔߹ͷμϛʔม਺ DY ͷͦΕͧΕʹͭ
͍ͯɺ(M9)ͱ(M10)ͷճؼ෼ੳΛࢼΈΔɻ 
 






པੑ͸௿͍ɻTable 13 ͸ɺܦৗརӹʹΑΔ୯ճؼʢModel Aʣͷ݁Ռɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁʹΑ
Δ୯ճؼʢModel Bʣͷ݁Ռɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͱܦৗརӹʹΑΔॏճؼʢModel Cʣͷ݁Ռ
Ͱ͋Δ͕ɺModel C ͷ݁Ռ͸ࢀߟఔ౓ʹͱͲΊΔ΂͖Ͱ͋Ζ͏ɻ 
 Model A ͸ɺ Table 3 ͷ݁ՌΛ࠶ܝͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ ిྗۀͰ͸ɺ ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͱಉ༷ɺ
७རӹʹ΋ value relevance ͸؍࡯Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻΨε࢈ۀͰ΋ɺI ظͰ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͱར
ӹͷ྆ऀʹ relevance Λ֬ೝ͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ΔɻII ظͷܦৗརӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Δ͕ɺ  28
ͦͷ܎਺͸ϚΠφεͰ͋Δɻ͢Ͱʹઆ໌ͨ͠Α͏ʹɺ͜Ε͸ಉ࣌ظʹେ͖ͳྉۚҾ͖
Լ͛ѹྗ͕ಇ͍͍ͯͨͨΊͰ͋Ζ͏ɻ ੴ༉࢈ۀͷܦৗརӹ͸ɺ III ظͰͷΈ value relevant
Ͱ͋Δɻ 













 Table 14 ͸ɺ௿ར५཰͕རӹ৘ใͷ࣭ʹ͋ͨ͑ΔӨڹΛ෼ੳͨ͠(M9)ࣜʹΑΔ݁Ռ
Ͱ͋ΔɻࢀߟͷͨΊʹ੡଄ۀͷ݁Ռ΋දʹ͕ࣔͨ͠ɺҎԼͰ͸ɺ੡଄ۀͷ݁Ռʹ͸ݴ
ٴ͠ͳ͍ɻPanel A ͸ ROE ͰɺPanel B ͸རӹճΓʢyieldʣͰར५཰Λଌͬͨ৔߹ͷ݁
ՌͰ͋Δɻిྗۀͷ I ظΛݟΔͱɺ௿ ROE ͸རӹͷ࣭Λ௿Լ͍ͤͯ͞ΔɻIII ظͰ͸ɺ
੡଄ۀͷ ROE ΛԼճΔిྗαϯϓϧ͸ͳ͍ɻଞํɺ௿ yield ʹ͔͔Δ௥Ճత܎਺͸ɺI
ظͰϚΠφεͰ͋Δ͕ɺ౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͰ͸ͳ͍ɻ͔͠͠ɺII ظͰ͸ɺ௿ yield ʹ͔͔Δ
௥Ճత܎਺͸ɺ༗ҙਫ४͸௿͍΋ͷͷɺ10%ਫ४Ͱ༗ҙʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻII ظͷܦৗར
ӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͍ʢTable 13ʣͷͱରরతʹɺ͜͜Ͱͷ݁Ռ͸஫໨ʹ஋͢Δɻ͜ͷ
݁Ռ͔Βɺ͜ͷ࣌ظͷྉۚҾ͖Լ͛ѹྗ͕ඇޮ཰ࢿ࢈΍ stranded cost Λੜͤͨ͡͞ͱ
ਪఆͰ͖Δɻ 
 Ψε࢈ۀͷ I ظͰ͸ɺ௿ ROE ͷ܎਺ͷූ߸ͱ௿ yield ͷ܎਺ͷූ߸͕൓ରʹͳͬͯ
͍Δɻ௿ ROE ͸རӹͷ࣭ΛߴΊ͍ͯΔͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺ௿ yield ͸རӹͷ࣭Λ௿Ί͍ͯ
Δɻ͜ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺ౤ࢿݪՁͷ௕ظʹΘͨΔճऩΛྉۚن੍ʹظ଴͠ͳ͕Βɺ੬ऑͳऩ
ӹߏ଄Λࢢ৔͸௿͘ධՁ͍ͯͨ͜͠ͱΛ͍ࣔࠦͯ͠ΔɻII ظʹͳΔͱɺ௿ ROE ͷ܎਺  29
͸౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͰ͸ͳ͍Ұํɺ௿ yield ͷ܎਺͸େ͖ͳෛͷ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜Ε͸ɺ
ऩӹੑͷ௿͍اۀʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺ͍ͬͦ͏ͷऩӹѱԽ͕༧૝͞Ε͍ͯͨ͜ͱΛ෺ޠͬͯ
͍ΔɻIII ظͷܦৗརӹ͸ value relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͘ɺ͜͜Ͱͷμϛʔม਺΋ɺ৽ͨʹ
relevance Λൃݟ͢Δ͜ͱʹ͸໾ཱ͍ͬͯͳ͍ɻ 
 ੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺII ظͷܦৗརӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͔͕ͬͨɺPanel A Ͱ͸ɺརӹ͸
relevant Ͱ͋Γɺ௿ ROE ͕རӹͷ࣭Λ௿Ί͍ͯΔɻޙऀΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δ͜ͱʹΑ
ͬͯɺ͜͜Ͱརӹͷ relevance Λ֬ೝͰ͖ͨҙٛ͸େ͖͍ɻ͔͠͠ɺPanel B Ͱ͸༗ҙ
ຯͳ݁Ռ͸ಘΒΕ͓ͯΒͣɺੴ༉࢈ۀͷ II ظͰ͸௿ yield ͸ relevant ͳม਺Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻ







 ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ৘ใͷ࣭ʹ͔Μ͢Δ(M10)ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺTable 15 ʹܝࡌͨ͠ɻPanel A ͸
ROE ͰɺPanel B ͸ yield Ͱར५཰Λଌͬͨ৔߹ͷ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻిྗۀͷ I ظͰ͸ɺܦ
ৗརӹͷ৔߹ͱಉ༷ʹɺROE ͕௿͍αϯϓϧʹ͔͔Δ௥Ճత܎਺͸ϚΠφεͰ͋Δɻ
II ظͱ III ظͰ͸ɺyield ͕௿͍αϯϓϧͷ܎਺͸ϚΠφεͰ͋ΔɻΨε࢈ۀͰ͸ɺI ظ
ͱ II ظͷ௿ yield ͷ܎਺ͱɺIII ظͷ௿ ROE ͷ܎਺͕ෛʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻੴ༉࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ




ͳ݁Ռ͸ III ظʹݱΕ͍ͯΔɻTable 14 ͷ III ظͰ͸ɺ௿ར५཰ͷ܎਺͕ϚΠφεʹͳ
Δέʔε͸ͳ͍ͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺTable 15 ͷ III ظͰ͸ɺిྗۀͷ௿ yield ͷ܎਺ɺΨε
࢈ۀ͓Αͼੴ༉࢈ۀͷ௿ ROE ͷ܎਺͸ɺϚΠφεʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜ͷ෼ੳʹ͓͍ͯɺ
རӹࢿຊԽϞσϧͰ͸ଊ͑ΒΕͳ͍ඇޮ཰ࢿ࢈ͷଘࡏΛਪఆͨ͜͠ͱͷҙٛ͸େ͖͍ɻ  























relevance ͷҧ͍ɺେن໛૿ӹΛܦݧͨ͠རӹͷ persistence ͳͲɺΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀͷར
ӹ৘ใ΋ଟ໘తͳ৘ใ಺༰Λ༗͍ͯͨ͠ɻ·ͨɺΤωϧΪʔ࢈ۀʹ͓͍ͯ΋ɺܠؾ΍
ن੍੓ࡦͷӨڹʹΑͬͯɺརӹͷ relevance ͸ɺ࢈ۀ͝ͱɺظؒ͝ͱʹҟͳ͍ͬͯͨɻ
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Table  1  Sample  Distribution 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000  Total 
Electricity   63     63    72     198   
Gas   46     49    56     151   
Petroleum   59     65    77     201   
Manufacturing   2,170     2,699    4,253     9,122   
Total   2,338     2,876    4,458     9,672   
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Table  2  Descriptive  statistics 
Panel A: Pt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 































































Panel B: OPt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 































































Panel C: OIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 































































Panel D: NIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 
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Table  2  Descriptive  statistics  (continued) 
Panel E: FINt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 































































Panel F: EXTt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 































































P = stock price, OI = ordinary income (earnings before extraordinary items, special items and taxes) per share, NI = net income per 
share.  In each period, the numbers represent as follows: top = mean, middle = median, bottom = St. Dev.  “II - I” and “III - II” 
present the difference between periods.    Those differences are tested by t test, Wilcoxon test, F test, respectively. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level (two tailed), ** Significant at the 0.05 level (two tailed), *** Significant at the 0.01 level (two tailed). 
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Table 3    Value relevance of earnings 
   Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992   Period III: 1993 – 2000  
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Table 4    Value relevance of positive earnings and losses 
    Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 
  OP  DL OP  Adj. R2  OP  DL OP  Adj. R2  OP  DL OP  Adj. R2 
Electricity  ---  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 





















































0.6863  --- --- --- --- --- --- 
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Table 5    Value relevance of positive and negative changes in earnings 
    Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 
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Table 6    Value relevance of large positive shocks on earnings 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
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Table 6    Value relevance of large positive shocks on earnings (continued) 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
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Table 7    Value relevance of gains and losses from foreign currency transactions 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 

























Petroleum    2.6418 












Panel B    Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 



























































Panel C    1993 – 1996      1997 – 2000   


























Panel D    1993 – 1996  1997 – 2000 
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Table 8    Descriptive statistics of macro indices 
  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992    Period III: 1993 – 2000   
  Mean  Median  St. Dev.  Mean  Median  St. Dev.  Mean  Median  St. Dev. 
Exchange Rate     229.4257    232.4500     18.7135    152.1139    142.4550    31.9556    112.9238    111.8850     12.6719 
Crude Oil  41,887.7262  45,497.5000 12,363.1570 18,886.4524 15,855.0000 8,987.4598 12,875.1667  12,445.0000 2,474.9273 
Electricity Rate    116.2679    127.5556     18.4339    112.8107    109.8750     7.5615    103.7115    104.9067     2.7336 
Gas Rate     91.4071     99.7600     13.7892     92.1238     90.1500     4.5549     96.2698     94.5000     2.7992 
Petroleum P.    109.9071    121.7750     28.2118     88.8060     85.7500    14.7526     83.8583     83.2500     4.7060 
 
 
Table 9    Time trend of macro indices 
  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992    Period III: 1993 – 2000  Total: 1979 – 2000   
  TIME  Adj. R2  TIME  Adj. R2  TIME  Adj. R2  TIME  Adj. R2 
Exchange Rate  0.5093 
(6.270) 
[0.000] 










Crude Oil  322.61 
(5.198) 
[0.000] 










Electricity Rate  0.6000 
(9.562) 
[0.000] 
0.6258 -  0.2702 
(- 10.05) 
[0.000] 
0.7569 -  0.0803 
(- 14.19) 
[0.000] 




Gas Rate  0.4628 
(9.933) 
[0.000] 










Petroleum P.  0.8992 
(7.770) 
[0.000] 
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Table 10    Relation between input and output indices 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 



































































Panel B    Contemporary Relation  Lagged Relation 
   Before 
1993 – 1996 
   After 
1997 – 2000 
Before 
1993 – 1996 
 After 
1997 – 2000 





























Petroleum P.  0.2276 
(7.522) 
[0.000] 


























Gas Rate  0.0001 
(5.276) 
[0.000] 
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Table 11 Effects of macro economic conditions on the quality of earnings 
Panel A  Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000  Before: 1993 – 1996  After: 1997 – 2000   
  X  K1*X  Adj. R2  X  K1*X  Adj. R2  X  K1*X  Adj. R2  X  K1*X  Adj. R2  X  K1*X  Adj. R2 
































































Panel B  Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000  Before: 1993 – 1996  After: 1997 – 2000   
  X  K2*X  Adj. R2  X  K2*X  Adj. R2  X  K2*X  Adj. R2  X  K2*X  Adj. R2  X  K2*X  Adj. R2 
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Table 11 Effects of macro economic conditions on the quality of earnings (continued) 
Panel C  Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000  Before: 1993 – 1996  After: 1997 – 2000   
  X  K3*X  Adj. R2  X  K3*X  Adj. R2  X  K3*X  Adj. R2  X  K3*X  Adj. R2  X  K3*X  Adj. R2 

























0.7147              


















































Panel D  Period I: 1979 – 1985    Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000  Before: 1993 – 1996  After: 1997 – 2000   
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Table  12  Correlations  between  earnings and book value of equity 
   Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 – 2000 







































Table 13    Value relevance of earnings and book value of equity 
    Model A    Model B  Model C 
  OI  Adj. R2  BVE  Adj. R2  BVE OI  Adj. R2 
Electricity         
Period I  0.2329 
(2.349) 
[0.022] 
0.8179 -  0.0519 
(- 0.460) 
[0.648] 







Period II  - 0.0299 
(- 0.015) 
[0.988] 
0.8316 -  0.0069 
(- 0.012) 
[0.990] 







Period III  0.5485 
(1.968) 
[0.053] 
0.8748 -  0.1658 
(- 1.255) 
[0.214] 







G a s          













Period II  - 1.2319 
(- 1.963) 
[0.056] 























P e t r o l e u m          
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Table 14    Effect of under-profitability on the value relevance of earnings 
Panel A  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   










































































Panel B  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
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Table 15    Effect of under-profitability on the value relevance of book value of equity 
Panel A  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  BVE  DR*BVE  Adj. R2  BVE  DR*BVE  Adj. R2  BVE  DR*BVE  Adj. R2 









































































Panel B  Period I: 1979 – 1985  Period II: 1986 – 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  BVE  DY*BVE  Adj. R2  BVE  DY*BVE  Adj. R2  BVE  DY*BVE  Adj. R2 

























0.7151 -  0.2222 
(- 0.669) 
[0.507] 
- 0.5817 
(- 1.795) 
[0.080] 
0.5926 0.0457 
(0.852) 
[0.399] 
- 0.0259 
(- 0.427) 
[0.671] 
0.3963 
Petroleum 0.0638 
(0.794) 
[0.431] 
- 0.0273 
(- 0.299) 
[0.767] 
0.3583 0.1496 
(1.060) 
[0.294] 
0.1086 
(0.605) 
[0.548] 
0.2599 0.2022 
(1.858) 
[0.068] 
- 0.1173 
(- 1.535) 
[0.130] 
0.4196 
Manufacturing 0.2554 
(5.838) 
[0.000] 
- 0.2251 
(- 7.583) 
[0.000] 
0.2093 0.5452 
(9.255) 
[0.000] 
- 0.2656 
(- 6.815) 
[0.000] 
0.3506 0.0379 
(2.360) 
[0.018] 
- 0.1027 
(- 8.753) 
[0.000] 
0.2417 
 
 